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THE CHIRMAN: Before this meeting, commences I think

perhaps it would be convenient to members of the Drafting

Sub-Committee if I said now that I would like them to stay

behind,when this meeting adjourns, or a few minutes' private

conversation with myself.

Wehave now left on our agenda items 7 and 8. 7a.

relates to the Commodity Councils and there we are referred

to Article 47 of the United States draft charter.

PROF. de. VRIES (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, under paragraph 1

it is said that "A Commodity Council shall be established

under each inter-governmental commodity agreement involving

the regulation of production, trade or prices of that

commodity'" I believe. there are two ways open to us

there. We could say that a Commodity Council shall be

established for any inter-governmental commodity agreement,

or we might choose another name for a body which can
administer a commodity agreement, say, for research and

propaganda and expanoion of consumption, and so on r

would not like to make a formal proposal that we should

choose one of those ways, but they should be the two things

we can choose between.

MR QURESHI (India): Mr Chairman, I would like to 'point out

that in Article 47, paragraph 1, the regulation of

production should not mean restriction of production,

owtherwise the whole aim of the raising of the standard of

living will. be defeated; nor should it mean to discourage
the production of certain -commodities if certain countries

find it necessary to do so and to, expand their production

intheinterestsoftheir of their country. The attention, of the

anisationsanould be mainly devoted the the orderly market-
ingof commodities, and decreasingthecost of production .andeffortsdemand.

2. .f '
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MR SCHWENGER(USA):Mr.Chairman, we are addressing ourselves
to paragraph 1 of Article 47, which is for ths purpose of

setting up the Comodity Councils. The remainder of the
paragraph is merely to identify the kind of agreement for

which it is required that a Commodity Council shall be

established, and is derived from otherArticles in the

chapter; it does not stand on itself in any way, and

therefore no modifications can be made of it here; and in

this context it seems to me properly the relevant phrases

elsewhere in the chapter may perhaps be subject to discussion,

and if they are changed this phrase would change as a

consequence.

THE CHAIRMAN:Yes. I take it that the point made by the

Netherlands delegate was really this: that any inter-

governmental commodity agreement needs a body to run it,

and the point he was safeguardinfgwas that the provisions

of the remaining paragraphs of Article 47 should only apply

to thoee agreements which are in a special character

because, as in the words here, they involve regulation of

production, trade or prices. I think that is a point

that could be convenient"Wy left to the Drafting Committee

to work out - that they have got to provide somehow for

a body to run any commodity agreement, and in the case of

particular kinds of commodity agreements the body has to

have a certain constitution. Whether the words regulation

of production, trade or prices" are the riht words to

describe the special kind of ccmmodity agreement which needs

a specially constotited body torumn it is something, I think,

which will come out in the wash of how generally the

Drafting Commititee feels that it could distinguish these

bodies; and that Committee vill takae note of the point just
made by the lndian delegates
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Mr J. NELANDER (Norway)Mr Chairman, we are now discussing the

organis at lonal methods by which the commodity agreements should be

administered, and in the general discussion we indicated thatwe

were not sure whether it would be the right method to establish

commodity councils at all, It may well be that it could be

arranged that the Internazional Trade Organisation itself could

administer those agreements, If we have special commodity

-councils established, that will necessitate the solution of rgan-

Isational problems which will arise, namely, the relationship

between the International Trade Organisation itself and the

commodity councils, We feel that in order to try toobtain the

most efficient administration of all these international agree

ments in this total field namely, the general commercial policy

principles, the principles regaring restrictive business prac-

tices and also the principles applIed in regard to primary

products, it would perhaps be the best way of solving these

organisatIonal problems if we left out the commoditycouncilsity councils

altogether and heleft it to t International Trade Organisation

to build up that oroganmiisation t adninister tnghe whole thi. I

tank it would. perhrightaps be the istage in our discussions

now todiscuss in principle whether or n t the commodity councils

should be established at all.

Mr, RL, ALL (UK): mMr Chair-a, as I undehrstand t lsuggestion

of the delegateNfrom orway, kinghe is as whether it would be

advisable to have a specific commodity council to administer each

Agreement, or whether it ought to be left to the International.

Trade Organlsation itself, While that seems to have some advantage
froim the pont of vimpew of silicity, I thightnk it mi a rather

deceptive simplicity, owing to the fact that each specific ycommodit
Aalmost certain to presenwt its om peculir problems, that the
probiems of one commodity are not at all li ely to'be exactly the

-ins,and ome cases hey miht be quite ntdiffere from the
s of nother thern commod y; and, the United Kngdom hasinlrtaJni

4.



envisaged the at attack onthis problemasreallyanattackon
s cries of indivi-dual problems, and we certainly felt thatthe

countries which were primarily interested in one particular

commodity would wish not only to participate, ashas previously

been suggested, In this document, in the formulation of the

agreement, but also In the administration, rather than to hand

over, as it were, a. central body of principles and an agreement

and leavethat subsequently to be administered on general lines by a

central organisation.

Dr. A. J. BEYLEVELD (Union of South Africa): Mr Chairman, the three

clauses we are considering this morning all provide really

for downward restrictions; they all refer to surpluses What is

said in (1) in effect refers to surpluses, 49 (1) excludes the

districoution of comnodities In short supply; and 66 refers to

burdensome surpluses. Now, we have had all these problems about

shortages, The question is whether we should not by sub-division

givesome Indication to the Committee as to how to deal with these

adjuustments if shortages are to be covered.

THE CHAIRMAN: Could we leave the problem of shortages for the

moment and try and give the Drafting Coommittee some idea, at any

raw, of the two schools of the two schools of thought, on whetherthereshouldbe

commodity councils to run these agreements or not? We will come

back to the shortages point in a minute.

Mr. E, McCARTHY (Australia): Mr ChaIrman, the Australian view would

be definitely that each commodity agreement should be administered

.by a body representative of the signatories to that agreement,

The main reason for that view would be that any other body which

is representative of the Organisati0n would not be suffci-ently

Interested in the different products and would have sufficient

regard to the peculiarities of the Individual products. I do not

know that one could enlarge on that vermuch, but it is something

upon whhich our opinion is considered, and our view would be

that the body actually administering the agreement, should be

5 .
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representative of the people who sign that agreement, They are

the people interested and it could not be agreed that the represon-

Natives of other countries who might be on the Organisati on would

be involved in the day-to--day handling of that agreement. As to

the other aspects of that, are we dealing with 47 (1) only?

THE CHAIRMAN:Yes, I think it would be convenient lust to clear

this point which has been raised by Norway first, and then return

to others.

SENOR JOSE ANTONIC GUERRA (Cuba): The Cuban Delegation is defin-

itely of the same opinion as that advanced by the Delegations of

the United Kingdom and Australia, that each commodity agreement

should be administered by the countries. party to each particular

agreements When later we- come to the organisatlonal relation-

ships between the commodity councils and the Organisation, I

will give more reasons for this; but for the time beingI content

myself by saying that we entirely agree with the reasons put forw,

by the United Ki-ngdom delegate and the Australian delegate,

Mr.J.MELANDER (Norway) : Mr Chalrman, this problerm which we are

discussing now seems to have certain different aspects, Iunder--

stand from' the remarks Just made by the delegate of Cuba and the

delegate of Australia that they envisage commodity agreements

with comparatively limited membership. I think we agreed in

principle when we-discussed the commodity agreements in general

that it would be open to any member of the International Trade

Organisation to join the .agreement. That does not in itself

mean that every .ember of the International Trade Organisation

would have the same interest in any. agreement, and, it may well

be that certain Members of the Organisation do not want to join

one particular commodity agreement because they have no interest

at all in that particuar commodity agreement, Generally

speaking, I think, however, that most countriesMembers of the

Organisation willjoin most of the commodity agreements.6. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.: .:6V
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there would be say cply 5. 6, 7 to 10 -members Ov1.t of .e-:

commodWty agreements Well, if that thnk we can risk

havirm commodity agreements with, say, up to 40 eber's perbapa.

anyway In the main commodity agreements covering thlnga 11ke

heat, rubber and other commodities wbi-c practlcallyevery

country will consume. Now,in that case I think 't is quite

obvi-cus is Imoss1blp for A boarge a that to

adm3-mister such an agreement In its dayto-day work, Consequent,

ly, one must try to form a sort of executive body, That s the

reason why I suggestthat it wodd be easier to administer these

commodity agreements lf -it were left to the Organisation itself
4~~~~~~~~~~~I

throw# itscommodlty commissions, containing experts from the
_ountle :minly interested, but still it would be a small group

Within the Organisation of experts, and they would admi'nlster th

agreements which, of course, would have to be so clear and die-

tinat that they could be ,dmInistered by the Organisation,

I take it that that would be the aim of all limbers, that t

a -k ment a should be as clear as that5 so that the daily super

vieS-onand the daly admirstration should le almost a matter of

rout ne, That is the reason 7V suggest zha the asiet wa

to solve these problems would be to leave out the commodity council

altogether and place the administration Wthin the OrganlsatLo.,
How I should bi rganised, Orgaion itself should-

orgamse the administration of each particular commodity agreement.
wou0, of course, have "ered. when we
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consider the question relating to tho Organisat on itself;and,

secondly, of course, it is quiteright, as the United Kingdom

representative said, that the different commodity agreements are

of different characters, and they would require the solution of-

different categories of problems. I can see that is no reason

why the Admninstration should not admnister them. We take it

that the Admi-nistration will have experts on all these subjects

and that, consequently, although there may be up to 10 or 15

commodity agreements, they could all be administered by a small
group of experts. I think those would be the main reasons why

we suggest that that wouldbethe easiest way and the most

efficient way of running these commodity agreements.
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Board has some control over the actions of the Commission. Now, would it

not be possible for the countries with shall interest in a. particular

comidity we have some say in the Commission through the Executive

Board?

Mr. QURESHI(India): Mr. Chairman, theDelegationfrom India would liketo

support the view that weshould have a separate Council for each commodity.
'Each commidity has its own problems and requires though exmination

and handing by experts.

THE CHAIRMAN: I wonder wasthe perhapsthis discussioin would not be

assisted if the late of the United states wouldexplainto us their

ideas about the constitution of each CommidityCouncil and its duties;

and perhaps we might here go on toparagraph 2 and hear how

the interests of producers and consumers would be equally represented.

Mr SCHWENGER (US): Mr Chairman, we had envisaged that eachcommodity

agreement wouldcontain a central body which by custom has come to be

referred to as a Council in theagreements that have been essayedso

far. Only the countries participatins in the agreementwould be

directly represented., as Mr.McCarthy has said, andin which - and I

think this is a point which maybear on the discussion - theywouldbe creprseented in omesproporiontotheirinterestinthecommodity. Sott in to.e cc-zaity. So
tmattt in the bstance relating to that commodity,tine tc t.^c co-zdity,

to its producprices andrelated matters the varicusd ..attcrs, the variou

part that correspondedwiththeir interest in theheir interest in the

to-aaodity,ecisions sultlnt dfecisionszouLd tallyfore substanticJly

e of these important inteese important interestts. I believe tha that is

entuential -Whn ou c theseragreements arereeazents cre entered into

nd concern trade whichtradea7rhi ch in -ny cases is vital to the

~~It of.:--c,etvoicebetween the countriesrepresentingen the countries reprEsentifl_

srepresenting the exporters can then be tinE the erporters can then be

ion thetotal expert and total importtotal ex:;r=t d total iz;crt

de in the commodity andas modified by the dificd by the

dproduction intere terests, at .E&y be a~reeCC, ani.



then divided within each according tp tje omterest. I think an

agreementof this kind, a voluntary agreementastotheregulation of

production. trade or prices of aSingle commodity cannotbe treated aspart of an international administrativeprocess.There has tobe an to 'b an.
ag-eeentine of an aLgeeament betweenthe pearties at intere

and its adniministration occorrespondo that essqnential ructw.ure
AMr. HELANDER (Norwy): Mr Chairmna, I woul dthank tae DcelegateooftheUnitedesate of the United

States for his eXlanation whch mI thinkecovers so. of thcpoints I have

ind.paOrticularly in w course, what v are particuarly interested in

is to arranem hat thgresme com:ohity a-raetnciples, wiih in primill be

memberbopera forganisationthe all nisadministered acainistered by

representatived mf the Governeents which arr interested. As I said

wouldhave much largerhave =uc large interests commarticular oorLodity

notherareejents thar countries but if we take it, to use an exaple,

thucing the five prodc ard exporting countries shall equal in voting, power

mer or importing countriesit is to my mind essential.y -indessential

that it should be possible to ammodity agreements in a wayeaents in a way

that will =intain the balance between exporters,on the one hand, and

the iziLprtersners, on the othnd.er hare, That s the eason

why we in ouegDelcation consideredoit most iost efficient to leave

the administration to tganisation itse itself as tganisation would,ould,

of course, have on its staff expertall commodities and also it lso i would

have an international Secretariat. They would have an essentially

objective view of the wholegthinL and if the agreements are clear and

distinct dministrationtion should be very easy.

0Jeparticular powhi vi-ah the United States has jmst =may perhapshaps

w anw anothgger iht on sthe ubjecamelyt, n the point that thmmoditye co

ement would, ofcouef cebe se voluntary. That meanssthat we should

not havall 1 thmembersrs of theganisation onaparticipants in allll the

mmodity agreements, and I adminhthatat would perhaps make it a

littlmore didifficultofcr the ministration to cover the whole thing,,

1
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but if we accept in principle the establishment of commoditycouncils to

cover each commodity agreement then I think it should be essential to

establish the relationship between the commodity councils and the

organisation. It is quite obvious that the organisation, as the

policy-making body, the main body, would have so to say to direct the

commodiity council. and supervise their administration. It is obvious

that the commodity agreements are only part of the whole structure

regulating the international trade and therefore I think perhaps I would

agree to leaving open this question of establishing commodity councils

riht now and we will take that as a basis for discussion, that those

commodity councils will be established, but I would definitely reserve

my view when we consider the relationship between the commidty councils

and the organisation itself and thereunder, of course, the Commissions

which the organisation will establish. When we have seen the whcle thing

in its full aspect I think it will be easier to say -which would be the

easiest way in which to solve this particular problem.

MrMCCARTHY(Australia): Mr Chairiman, there are one or two aspects which I

suggest the Delegate from Norway might consider. In the first place, it is

not our conception that everybody who wants to come into an agreement

should come in. It will remember that wediscussed, I think at some

length, the question as to who should be included and some emphasiswas

placed upon the participants having a substantial interest. I think it

is rather doubtful whether countries where the interest is not

substantial should be members of the organisation and I would. visualise that

in many products it would be found that quite a lot of countries should

not bemembers. I know in our case thare are quite a few product with

which we would not wish to be associated, or commodity agreements with
We would not want the responsibility. I certainly

wich we shouldnot wish to be associated./could notrecommendthat not recowiaend that

istralia should take responsibility in voting on cotton or on coffeeor

other pronameduct,s tbt I couelrd nand.onmightoth3hand, we light be just

S l.ttle>country which has very small has' a ve aall interest in

l andit will probably n. it- i- probably egotiations the neaotiatiofls
';n_ ' * ' n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J



for commodity agreement s to decide what countries shouldbemembers,

Definitely we visualize people with substantial interestseitheras 2

consumers or pdicucers ingrmembers byt certainly not to haveeverybody in..:

It can certainly begre.eed that en if the n numbers party togreement

are substantial, the co-unci will not carnr out,exectutive work

but it should not mpass its work upwards to some Commission the functions of

which are distinctly general. Iwouldvisulaisethat##commoditycouncil

itself would appoint an organisation under it which wpi;d carry out the

dayto day functions of the commodity council. It would be almos certain

that there would be an executive body which woula receive its directions

from and have its functions defined by the commodity council itself.

The other point which might be considered in connection with the

organisation of the commodity commission is this. It is stated here'Aere

buseens te.4s o be inferred the commoditycommission would bean ulj b

executive aody &s distinct froepresentative body. bo I think our view

wouldhat th-.t a pretgy biL degreautcnory has not to be left to the

commodity council and that the supervision wicihthewould

eercise over the Council would be on a fairly narrowly defined line.

13.
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The Commodity Council would certainly have functions which could not

be supervised, or should not be supervised or subject to supervision,

by the Comission, particularly as a commission is an executive body.

We visualize more the commission being a co-ordination body between the

various councils, somewhat in the direction of definingprinciplesand inciles 4nd

seeinGplrinci2les agrbein.; carrd out iairlyn a fc^irlway m r.y,

but that if anplinary acdisciactioyn or an criticism iddddddddered

necoessary f the Commission that it should be conveyed to the body to

which the Ccmmission is subject. I think it is this executive body

whid is a representatiyve Webod. .ave to havae it f.rly clearly in

mind that the dirpresentativescct reesentatives of countries on a council could not

be subjected to suprvsion and discipline by an executive body of the

Conference. I think, in the last ahnalysisepresen0s the igher rCDr;s

tagive body ta.t has -ot to exercise discipline, which is the executive

boardmight be ast view ii&;ht be questionwd; it is one that we have not

wet discussed, but 7e had contemplated discussin- it later on when .e

c=megto this mgater of ,eneral or_-anization. But there might be room

for w aifference of viev -s to the amthority of the com.odity councils.

Our considered view is that tgeir authcrity has 7ot to be on the full

side, and that the revworkto which thsubmittedshould be 3ubmitted

should be limited.

TEE CIWLZthI do sugest -hat thisgoCommittee is oing, to run into a

difficmptulty if we attwnea generaltheoryofthehere to lay do or-

g2siation fw the I.T.0., -wch is a mtherter for anoiocrody. Obviously

the work aP the various committees of the Preparatorust neittee mst be

reconciled .at the end, but- Iwewould be wise at th momentto moment to

n assumption that we are taking abalking aboue bthis on th basis that

the T T. 0. is oghlyrganized rouas set outUnitedeStatesdraftin theT

andifCommittee V alters than that t. awe msy ha to reconsider

e ofthe things that we have said.sid

McCARTHY (Australia):With respect, i would point out that Article

Ur brings up the subjectte relationships between the Council ad
14 ~ Commi



THECHAIRMAN :
I was about to suggest anausumption on which we wouldhis-

cuss that without intervening in the subjectmatter of anothercommittee.

As I see it, we oughthere to say that we ##interested in ##the

relationship between the comodity council and the I. T. O. aswhole

How the I.T.0. chooses to organize itself to carry out function

is a matter which is for somebody else; and Iwould have tought the

sensible assumption to make was that the I.T.0. will consist of what

is called I think the Conference in the Organization chapter, which

works through an executive board. Those bodies have upon them members

representing their governments. If they choose to set up commissions

to carry out certain functions for them, however constituted, I do

not think that it matters very much to us at this stage; and the point

to which we ought to direct our attention is what is the relationship

between. the commoditycouncils and the superior body. So that, when

we come to look at article 66, which deals.with the functions of the

Commodity Commission,needweatthis moment bother very much whfo are

the members cf the Commodity Commission ? Surely we have to assume

that they are goin, to work within the general fraework of the

organizations, that is to say, wien Article 66 says: "The Commodity

Commission shall have the following, functions," I think the right way

for this body to loock at it is put the Commodity Cormission rather

in square brackets and to think of it as: "Whatever superior body is

set up, it shall have the following functions in relation to the

commodity councils." There are, for the comfort of the Australian

delegation, plenty of words there which imply that the Executive Board
will have control over the commodity commission, and I do not see the

comnodity commission anywhere operating as a rather inepenent body of

experts that rush about the world.

MR McCHARTHY (Australia): Article 47 (3) says: "subject to the approval of

the Commodity Commission,'' which is some think wold have to

be left opnen until we knew the relationship between the Commosdity

Commission andsome other representative body.

15.
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refectly fair point, that is a perfectly fair -io

suggest to the Cormittee that meen we corE to ehdraftingc dr±ting

coiittoe the words "Commmissionorisision" therppear inaear in

square brackets, becauimply do not know yetknc>wy, ummil Co=-ittee V

finish, whether there is going to mm aity=-oddty Commissi6n. What we

are interested in is the superfunction, tior2, whoever it is exercised

by, and if we stick to defining pervisory visoxy function and not to a

rather narow argument about who should exercise it andahow thct body

should be constituted, I think we would probably rmgressroress here,

without upsetting another Committee, and would reserve to ourselves the

right to reconsider this if they come to a decwhsion iich wrong rong

in relation to our subject .atter,

ANDER (NornER (Nway): I would wholeheartepportly su) what you have just

said. I think it is essential to work on thmption thion that where we

are talking about the Commodity Commisesaion w re in fact gtalkin about

the Organization. The Organization will have general assembly consis-

tinlg of rlm the embers constituting the Conference. It will establish

an executiyve bod and the Conferencecommissions. Thatcoznis

is just on mehe sae lines as the Gensermblyal Ashe of te United Nations

Organization, so that the comissions mallyean re the Oranization it-

self. What we are-interested in, I certagreerainly with the Chairman,

is the relationship between the Commodity Counciland gathe Ornization

as such. There I think it is essentiali that t should be established

that.the Organization will supervise and control in order to aee thct

the Commdity Council caruies oit its onncti63 in the light of the

r,namely, in the l;the light of the principles which are set out as a

basis for tommodityagreements.nts. -So that I think the Organizsation'
llb wil be to control and to seer to it hhat tbe Commodity Council

ses its administation of commodity agreements inaccordance with te wit

as onepoint.Anotherpoint was that the Australian delegateGate

ested that hedid not consider it right that every member16. tS ve'7-'



Well,there think weare agreedof our Agenda and in particularwhenwerefertoArticle46 (1) ofthe
*4 t'8-1 t -

e open to Chwter - that the o=3odigreetmeifts b'Ae ope to

pzarticipati3Zo by agyrb.er of thOrganizatin. ihen it s
a question

course,meansof deciding whether any nber would tend tht -' ;is'

wantial interestinhether aW member considered itself to have a ubsten-

the particular comodity in question. It should, in -ther words be

llleft to rmembear governmnts to decide whether they,dake paitinr

cample,lomodtyggagreement. It should not be openr,for exmo a bi ro-

ducer or expcurtin country to say, "1al,we consider that ort f 30

constms, or coutntripes .0irortin, onlyen, ought to .ake -)art,"

Takeonlyfee, as an exoinhabitants, has 'rnlythree-million ixiabitants,

and, ofmecourse, tahe quantity of coffee consued in-Norwy is just a

fraction of the toatal consumption of the world, but I sy that

coffee isn tistothispo us a noiColrink even more tha tentry;

so that, you see, we have definIite and a substantial interest. just

zke that point to malmyemit quite clear that it is, to LFid, in

principle, agreed that any country mmoditycouncil.OnNowill be able to ta

agreements and consmmodityequently be a mermber of the CoCouncil. On

weallagreethe otherallhand,r I take it that that not counties

8al.o hae the sam voagreedtes; that is -bvous, as -vie a,at the

ortinggexporting =mup he irorting ll have equal votes.

ayIiskIR- RA (Cuby I ask ution, Mr. Cnairm-an, on a poit of order,

whetheras to we should discuss the commodity counw,cils no because it

seems to me that we mpedhave ju to the question of the organizndation a

relationships which impls contneated i pars 34and5ofArticle47radeal

of the United. Startes Chategraph3r. Par deals with the qustion of

equality cg.f votin I want to know whetahergoinggwe re to discuss the

hingoaltogetherorwhetherweare now hgole tct discuss the organ-

ization of relationships. From the pocint of view of the Cuban delegation

all these matters are cosely related, and we have no objetcion to taking

17.
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the discussion together. what I want to make quite clear now is that

as far as I understand it has not been agreed yet about the subject

of equality of voice and that is the question that will be discussed

later. We shall then I take it have a general discussion regarding; the

principles set out in the previous Article, that is to say, in Article 46.

I repeat that we consider these rmatters are all closely interrelated and

we are quite ready to discuss then now. We want to know whether that is

the idea behind the discussion.

THE CHAIRMAN:I think we ought to be very grateful to the Cuban delegate

for reminding us that we are straying over a rather wide field, and I

am inclined to suggest myself that. Article 47 (2) is a special aspect of

this, getting down to the detail but a detail which raises obviously

important points of principle. Would the Committee agree that we should

discuss, in a general way, the commodity council and its functions to-

gether with the relationships to the I.T.O., however it hapensto

exercise that supervisory function, and then return to theprecisepoint
which I think the Cuban delegate wants to raise, which is: Wjat is the

exact meaning of the words ''havetogether a voice equal. " If we could

split our discussion in two in that way I think probably it would be

better. I do not know whether that meets the Cuban point.

MR GUERRA(Cuba): As I said befor, from our point of view, both these are

very closely related, because in fact our point ofview is that the voting

arrangements within each commodity agreement should be deterrined by

the countries party to that agreement; so that that brings up necessarily

the organization of relationships to a degree of autonomy that the

commodity council will have, and whether that will include or not the

arrangement of the voting power. Therefore, from our point of view, we

are quite ready to discuss the two matters together.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think, in view of that, we had better discuss it altogether.

MR SCHWENGER (USA): Iwonder if I could say a word on the question of par-

ticipation, hich is closely connected with voting and upon which two

-viwhvibr.. :x- :sdbeen expressed, and both epreasedw nd both of which ve had in mind I

belief in diftg this Charwhter and. beween Yichwe tried to find' a

resolution.
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On the one hand, we feltthatnecessary,

delegate from Norway has said, that anymemberfeeling

that it has an interest in a earticular agraement should

have the right to participate; and on, the other hand, as

the delegate from Australia has said, we felt that it,

would be undesirable and inefficient in a sense- ceranly

not entirely representative - if a large number of the voices

in the administration and and substantive decision connected

with a particular agreement should be held by countries which,

ifl may use the apt example with which he provided us,

havethe kind of interest in cotton which Australia as

a great weel producer might have. The formula that we

have used ( if I may repeat it here, although I am sure you

all have seen it) was to open the agreements to participation,

once they are formed, once they are completed, on the part of

all members who wi sh to participate, it being understood from

the rules that we have here that their participation should

be proportioned to an objective measure of their interest;
as that there mlght be, in an extreme ease, a majority of

countries which did not have a substantial interest in a

commodity participating in the agreement,buttheir collective

voice would not be very large because it would'be proportioned

to their objective participation. Now, on the other hand,

in the negotiation and early consideration of a prospective

agreement we provided that the right to participate should be

reserved to any member having a substantial interest, and

we hoped that restraint would be exercised - as I am sure

it would be and will be - so that the negotiations and

discussions leading up to agreement could be of a wieldy

size.

THECHAIRMA: I noer if I c-uod ask ^tathis point for a

straight Yes or N forom the protagniosts on either side as

to whether that midesdway is broadly satisfactryo.
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MR McCARTHY (Australia): I am not sure of your point. Do

you mean the middle way of discussing it?

THE CHAIRMAN: No, the middle way of meeting this point of

participation - that in the stages of formulation it is the

principally interested countries, and that when the agreement

is made it is open to adherence by all - if I understand

the United States proposal aright.

MR McCARTHY (Australia): I would agree with it. I am more

worried about the stage of negotiation than any other,

because it is going to take a lot of negotiation, and if

you have the small fry, as we have been described,on some

committees they can hold things up.

THE CHAIRMAN: I would like to ask the same question of Norway.

MR MELANDER (Norway): Tell, Mr Chairman, I wouad certainly

agree with the suggestion of the United States delegate,

and in fact the reason why we have not ourselves raised

this question when discussing the initial paragraphs of

Article 42, concerning special community studies and

the calling of a commodity conference, was that we fully

appreciated the point that it would be natural that

countries which have substantial interests in one

particular commodity would take the initiative. For

instance, a country like Brazil would be likely to take

the initiative in establishing an agreement in regard to

coffee.- But what we consider as essential is that when

the agreement is made up then it shall be Upon to any member

to enter; and then, to use the same example again, we might

find that, in respect of a coffee agreement Brazil would have

the votes of, say, thirty other importing countries. That,

I Think, is the principle, and I understood that we in fact

agreed on that principle with the United States, but, if it

is though:we shoulddiscuss it now, I am quite open.

Mr McCARTHY (AUStRaLia):Withall due modesty, we would Say that

20.



if Australia did not comeinto a wool agreementthere

probably would not be a .wool agreement. On the other hand, E/PC/T/C.IV/PV/6

if Australia took any sort of stand on coffee, nobody would

worry very much.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think we ought toought tothe Cuban delegation.
explain in more detail the point ofview which affects the.

whole of this discussion.

MR GUERRA(Cuba): Well, Mr Chairman, we consider that the

question of the setting up of Commodity Councils has been

apparently decided, at least for the time being. We pass

now to the organisational relationships between the

Commodity Councils and the organisation; and I will take

now the point of view expressed by the Chairman, that we

should not worry very much about the type of body but

about the relationships between the body and the Organisa-

tion. We think that this question of the organisational
relationships is the most important of all matters concerning

the possbility of success of the agreements for achieving

the objectives that we have all agreed. At various times

during the discussion in Committee IV the Cuban delegation

has stressed the question of flexibility of the agreements

as one that we consider vital for the success of every

agreement; and this question, in the last analysis.,. is

directed to the organisational relationships between the

Commodity Councils and the Organisation. From the

discussion which has taken place at the beginning of today's-

session on the question raised by the delegate of Norway,

it is clear that most of the delegations consider it

indispensable that the agreements be not only agreed upon

but also administered by the countries which are participants

in each particular agreement. The Australian delegate made

some reference to this point when he referred to the question

and saidthat the Commodity Councils should have ansample and
21
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well defined degree of autonomy in carrying out their

functions. The are in entire agreement with the view that

has been evident throughout all our discussions here, that

the I.T.O. should aim in this chapter of, the charter a

making it possible to incorporate particular commodity

agreements within the framework of the Organisation

making sure that each of these agreements will be carried

out in accordance with the general Principles of expansion

of world trade and, more particularly, in accordance with

the specific principles set out in the chapter relating

to these agreements, to which I do not think I need refer

at this moment as it has been discussed at considerable

length; and we have all shown what amounts to general.

agreement as to what the principles and the objectives

should be, and as to what methods should be used for

attaining these objectives. We feel that it is entirely

indispensable that the administration of each agreement

should be arganised in relation to the Organisation in such

a form that it will make it possible to deal effectively

with the particular problem that each commodity presents.

In this connection we see very much difficulty, as we have

indicated already, in administering the agreements in too

rigid a form. Every commodity has peculiar problems, and,

even if the principles and the aspects of a concrete policy

are agreed upon by different countries regarding any particula:

commodity and the methods are very clearly stated, I do not

think the question of the administration of a particular

agreement should or could in any sense be made a matter of

routine. we should remember andhave in mind all the time

that these agreements are not fixed. The rules that are set

out in eachagreement will have a general applications but

the method ofworkingoutanagreement so as to reach certain
objectives will be constantly changing,ifnotin the in the character
ofthemedthods themselves, in the degree of application of them

22



Many, or, at least,someoftheagreementswillrequire the
setting up of export quotas and production quotas, and in general

they contemplate as an objective the balancing or supply and

demand within the limits of the objectives to be obtained .That
will require a very expert knowledge of the condition of trade

at any time in a particular commadity. That will require the

adjustment of supply and demand to reach the objective of stabil-

isation of price, which is one of the main ends that we propose.

to reach. That is why, in our view the administrationofan

agreement can never be made a matter of routine. It will be

requisite that every agreement should be administered by the

countries who are parties to the agreement which have not only

the main interest in the trade in the tradeinthecommodity, but which also,

because they have the greater interest, may be reasonably

expected to have also the richer experience,

All these matters have a bearing on the question of the

autonomy that the agreement should have in the framework of the

Organisaton, The Cuban Delegation feels that it is very

important and really vital for the success of the agreements

That a great degree of autonomy should be established for the

administration of the agreements. We think the Organisation

should have supervisory powers and faculties to establish the

general principles to be followed, to see to it that these

principles are adhered to and carried out in every particular

case and at every partcular time. Furthermore, the Organisatlon

will have the right to decide in the last instance on disputes

and questions of interpretation. The interest of the Organisa-

tion in co-ordinating the funictioing of these agreements and taking

care that, they do not interfere with, but, on the contrary, that

they really co--operate in the general objectives of the expansion

of world trade and the specific objectives for which the agree-

ments are supposed to be made will amply gurantee that these

agreements will not be administered in such a way as to
23.
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be contrary to the interests of the Organisation as a whole

or against the expansion of world trade. In our view this

function of the Organisation in establishing certain principles,

taking care that they are carried out and in deciding disputes

and questions that will arise in the actual function of the

,agreements, should be amply sufficient, and that it will not be

at all necessary to establish a very tight organisational rela-

tion ship that will not contribute at all to this general

purpose but will in fact create great difficulties in the attain-

ment of the objectives that every particular agreement is suppos

to reach.
In this connection the Cuban delegation has certain specifi-

amendments to the draft Charter, They relate to the faculty

given in paragraphs 3 and 4 of Article 47 to the Commodity

Commission. In paragraph 3 it is stated that the rules of pro-

cedure and regulations regarding the activities of each

Commodity Council shall be subject to the approval of the

Commodity Commission. Paragraph 4 provides -that even the non-

voting chairman of the Commodity Council shall be appointed by

the Commodity Commission; while paragraph 6 provides that even

the secretariat of each Commodity Council will be also appointed.
by the secretariat of the Organisation If we contemplate that

these agreements should in the future cover a much wider field

of international trade than they have so far, they will probably
include some foodstuffs; forests and even minerals, We have very

strong doubts as to the suggestion that the personnel for the

administration of every agreement should be provided by the

Organisation. In this sense we think that the American draft

Charter should be amended: that once the general principles have

been approved, that the agreement itself has been approved by

the Organisation which will have the power to supervise in a

generalway the functioning of eachagreement, then the parties

24.



toeachagreementshouldhavetheactualadministrativepowersE/PC/T/C.IV/
in regard to the agreementinwhich theyareinterested.

The wholespirit of Chapitre VI of the Americandraft /Chater

is that the agreement should provide for the protection of the

interests of countries substantially interetted in the inter-
national trade in any particuler commodity.Wefeelthat this

general principle will be very nuch departed from if the

countries party to each agreement do not have the power to set up

their own rules of procedure, to set up and appoint, their own

personnel for the administration of the agreement, and in
general to carry out the functions of the agreement within the

scope and framework of the Organisation.

Our point of view is here connected with the question of

equality of voice within each particular agreement. We think

that not only the rules of procedure, the appointmnent of personnel

and in general the administration of the agreement, but also

the question of voting arrangements should be decided upon by

the countries that are party to the agreement. The other day in

the general discussion of this principle of equalisation of

voting as between importers and exporting countries we advanced

some arguments and reasons as to why we opposed such a general

rule; and now I we like to state them again, We entirely

agree with the point made by the delegation of the Netherlands

that it will not be possible within the general organisation to

achieve a proper balance of interest, between different countries.

It is obvious that a country will have to have a certain voting

power in a particular agreement in which its interest amounts to

so much, while the same country will have to have a different

voting power in other agreements in whichi-ts interestiIs greater

or masller. Now, coming really to the question of equality of

voice, we efel that if we agree that thei nterests of countries

as among themselves constitute a question htat should be decided

accoridng to the substanital or non-substantaili nterest thaat

2.5
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particular country has in the international trade of a

commodity, the same principle should apply to the general equili
brium as to the balanceof voting powers as between importing

and exporting countries.

The reasons for this are several: in the first place, a

commodity may be generally considered to be very important

from the point of view of importing countries if the import of

that commodity happens to be concentrated in a few countries,

and, one may add, if the commodity constitutes the raw material

of some vital industry of those countries. On the other hand,

the supply of that commodity may be so widely distributed

among different countries that for any of those countries it

will not have such a substantial importance as it has for the

producing country, In such cases the just and fair thing will

not be to give equality of voice but to give greater voting

power to the countries whose interest is more substantial.

Inversely, the production and export of a particular commodity

may be so concentrated in certain countries and may to such a

degree constitute the basis of their economies, that it will

be for them vital, while at the same time that commodity from

the point of view of consumption may not be so vital, In such

a case I would say that. the proper balance should be in favour
the supplying countries,

26:



We think that we cannot takeseriouslyasabasisorcriterion
for defining this question of voting Power the mathematical

principle of the import and export balance. In general through

out this Charter the principal of substantial interest is very

much stressed, and we see no reason why, if this is thereal

criterion for judging the voting power that any country should

have within any particular agreement compared with other

countries, the same principle should not be applied to consuming

and exporting countries as a whole.

Finally, it may be possible that in any particular agree-

ment some countries, say consuming countries or say exporting

countries, may not take part. We should not forget that the

agreements are voluntary. If some important consuming countries

do not take part in an agreement why should the voting power

be in any way equally distributed? The reverse case is the

same. Therefore, our concrete suggestion and proposed amendment

is that the Commodity Councils should have a greater degree of

autonomy than is contemplated in the Charter. That will refer

concretely to the question that the rules of procedure and

regulations and the appointment of the personnel should be

subject to the approval of the Commodity Council, or whatever

organization is set up fo: that purpose, if the Commodity

Council so request the organization or find it necessary to do

se, or otherwise they will have freedom to choose the people

who will administer the agreement and to set up their own

rules of procedure. The Comodity Commission and the organization

in general should have the right of supervision, but not real

control, direct control of the activities of the Commodity

Councils.

Finally, we feel that if we set, up a principle that the

interest of consuming and exporting countries should be equally.
balanced and, justly balanced, within that principle each

27.
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Commodity Council or the countries participating in an agreemen

should have the right to set up their own voting arrangements,

always remembering that the final decision will be in the hands

of the organization, because the agreement in general rill have

to be approved, and that will be an opportunity for correcting

any lack of balance or any unfair treatment that a group of

countries may have extended to others in any particular agreement
MR. HALL (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, the very interesting and

thoughtful speech of the Cuban delegate raises a large number of

different points, but I think they fall broadly into three heads

First, that of the relations of the Commodity Council to the

central organization; secondly, questions concerning the

starting of the Commodity Council and the actual rules which it

may establish for itself; and, thirdly, the question of voting.

On the first point, that of the relations of, the Commodity

Council to the central organization, the United Kingdom delegate

is very much in agreement With the point of view set out by the

Cuban delegation. As we see it, the function of the central

body is to see that everything that is done conforms to pre-

agreed general principles. The central body has first to

provide machinery through which the study groups can be brought

together and the possibilities of an agreement discussed.

Clearly, the power of initiation there has to lie somewhere,

and it seems obviously logical and convenient that it should lie

with the central body.

Secondly, it has to see that the actual agreements confirm

to the general principles which have been laid down for the

guidance of all agreements.

Thirdly, that when the agreements come to be administered

and carried out the actual administration again conforms to the

principle, on the ground that itthis not efficient merely to lay
. - ;- I

mfle-~b thaomeone has to see that those rules are
8



lookedat.
Fourthly, I suppose that there is a genaral duty on the

Central organizations to see that evarythlng that is done Under its
aegis should conform to the general spirit of the whole Charter,

and I would imagine that particular countries which feel them-

selves aggrieved on particular issue might have in all these

cases some right of appeal.

But then you come to the actual operation of the Oommodity

Council it does seem to us that it could be a duplication of

function and would make for bad and ineffective administration

if the Commodity Council did not have allthe remaining autonomy;

that is to say, all the duties whichwere not duties dependent

on the general agreed principles, simply because if you actually

do get the Commodity Agreement working, its operations partake

of the nature of comercial operations. As the Cuban delegation

(and I think previously the Netherlands delegation) pointed cut,

it is not operating in a vacum: it has to lake decisions from

time to time Which are of vital importance to the participating

countries, setting ;quotas, relating productions, and me feel

that if on those points there has to be reference back to a

central organization the effective operation of the Council

migit be very largely frustrated. On all those points we are

Very much in agreement withwhat has already been said.

I would like also to touch briefly on the other two main

points: that of the procedural rules of the Commodity Council,

andthat we might almost call the staffing of it. On those points

we have not seen quite so much danger perhaps as the Cuban

delegation seems to see. It seems to us that Article 47, 3,

is merely a sensible statement that the Commodity Council

should Make its own rules, and we would have been very much

surprised if the Commodity Comission had chosen to interfere

with those rules, unless it hadafairly good case, refering

back to the general principles again. In the same way with
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regard to provisions for a non-voting Chairman and for a Secretari
to by provided by the Commodity Commission. Well, it depends very

largely, it seems to us, on whether the Commodity Commission is-

going to behave sensibly or not, but surely we must assume that it

is going to behave sensibly. It is an extremely difficult matter

to provide an adequate staff and a good Chairman for any commodity

agreement. I am sure that all of us who have had experience on

those points would agree that the personality of the Chairman

and the efficiency of the Secretariat are matters of very great
as to

importance, but/whether the Commodity Commission is going to regar

the staff and the Chairman as its watch-dogs, and as people placed

out, so to speak, on all these Commodity Councils to watch their

moves, I had not myself felt that there as all that danger. It

seems to me to be a matter for discussion, but I could have though
that in many cases the Commodity Council or the Commodity Commission
would both have been driven inevitably to select on the Whole the

same persons, simply because there were not very many people in

the world the were qualified for those important posts.
On the third question, the question of voting, I must confess

Mr. Chairman, that I had felt we had already discussed this in the,
discussion on Article 46, Sec. 3, and that this was one of the

problems with which the unfortunate Drafting Committee was now

struggling. I can see the force of the various arguments
advanced by the Cuban delegation, and itmight be possible, I

suppose, to arrive at some form of words which Could give that

degree of elasticity twich the delegate of Cuba so rightly suggests

will be required, but on the whole it is very difficult to see any

other general principle - if you must have general principle,

and perhaps here we must - than equality of the two interests.
I think that the general argument applies with particular force

there, that whatever objection are raised against the fifty-fifty

principle are raised, a fortiori, against any other statement,
30.
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with more force, with more vigour against any other explicit.
formulae. The difficult problem, and the .

confess, on which the United Kingdom has not yet made up its.

mind, is that of the representation of countries which are

substantial consumer producers; but which do not enter into the

export trade. On that I can only say that we are hoping to have

some brilliant suggestion put forward at the Drafting Committee
which will command itself to this Committee when it is brought

forward, but we have an open mind there, to the extent that it

is governed by what I have already said, that we cannot think of

any principle, other than the fifty-fifty one, which will stand

up.

MR. De VRIES (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, the Netherlands delegation's

veryis very much in accordance with the views of Cuba and the

United Kingdoom, which do not differ so much, I believe. On one

point I should like to support especially the view of Cuba

in the amendment which their delegation has already put on paper,

that the Secretariat and the Chairman should be provided for by

the organization or by the Comission, if requested. I think

that covers the field. If there is no necessity they will not

make a request. If they find it useful they rill ask for that,

and of course if it has been asked for by the Commodity Council

or by the members proposing a Commodity Council, the organization

cannot leave it in a vacuum.

As regards the method of voting, I should like to support

the idea of the United Kingdom.

I should like to put it
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I should like to put it in this way. We have discussed it on general

principles, and it seems to me no useful purpose would be served- indeed,

it would be duplication - by putting it again under the administration

rules. When you put it under genral principules there may be some

flexibility. If you put it under administration rules again you give

it a ragged character.Maybe we can put it in some way in the general

principules and leave it put under the administron rules. Why put it

twice in the same charter?

Mr. McCARTHY (Australia ): Mr Chairman, I think that I have covered most

of the points at one time or other this morring, but I would like to

have a word on this voting question. It is always a vexed question,

of course, and I agree that the principle should be 50-50; but I thiink

it would be better if the principle, havingbeen laid down by the Char-

ter, did give some scone for the arrangement of voting, according to the

special circumstances that might exist in respect of a particuler

commodity. I can conceive that there will be probably rather smalell

commodity agreements; the commodity might not be a very great one and

the number of countries party to the agreement respecting lt mightbe

limited. It might be such commodities as eggs and apples where you.

might have four or five countries only, but very representative coun-

tries, and they might in the course of the work under an agreementper

form very valuable functions. I do not think we should rule put a

commodity agreement where there are no importers representedprovided

the importers have the oppertunity of coming in, and I do notthink

that if, having been given the oppertunity, they say, "No, it is not

very big, and we are satisfied that that agreement should be amongest

four or five exporters," it should be disqualified, or ruled out of

approval, under the Charter, if it meets the other demands made by

the Charter. In that case, of course, equal representation and voting

just would not work ,if it were too binding, and this is rather binding.

Again, I would suggest that the drafting committee attempt to draft a

clause Which states the principles but which gives a certain loophole for
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to see ethat themmoisveral codtycould,oobuncils h serve, in their

decisiones, all the rulayes wehich m hav been laChaptid by theer,

butso e oare a1, cnvinced that thihs gaszc te takOpghskz oion theniaoO

mmittbe liznenly to this work andgaso the work ofg seein, t it

that the initiative and theo work f the secovmoeraycouncils mditI

should be direocteord mre less in tehe samnd waway a tords sameth s

objectives, so that the action taken by these diffeorent cuncils should

not be dcontraictorying. Hav said warthi are deeply ceonvincdthat

a vast myantono shoulranda be ged to tghesme areeents so that they

fmht unction freely. But itciasCetain otaatbdcyy doaty wrine work

oo acmplosreOi willbIe one by thmenr isworpukio 8fpu erly

technica l nature; nda has beenb rought out by theC ubna delgaete,

we sahll be faced withpro bemsl whichwi ll coer upaga iandn agai,annd

we shall be faced byp roblemswh ich wlli repeat themselves perpetaluly.

Therefore, theF rench Delgeation thinks that it would be wise to leave

ittothose ocmmddity councils and to give them asm uch freedoofm

action as is possible within theg neeral provisions of the hCarter. On

tmhe othterh and, wth rgeard to thproposale which is here subitted o

wus, dveparticularly rticle (3), (4) and (5), I awmat tsat h h

wpofr the Fench side certain difficultaie in shcigp ivints whch

e becna herated hehre by uthe ilbgaei;ae W bliazeve rr-t tat te

grdrftort for tla- wclaisll sily be able gto a ee uonmuaefor= os

wuggehich wiusddll be veury gclose to those here ssted by introdcin

into teir rksua Litele egiditylssaicularlys in u a direction
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as has been suggested by Professer de Vries. I believe that there

exist, even now, certainagencies whose experience should be lost to us

if we were not allowed to consult them. Finally, I was very happy to

hear the declaration of the United Kingdom delegate. Members will

remember that when the Committee examined Article 46 I mentioned that

a few of the countries could be both producers and consumers without

becoming is facter participants in world trade in any special or

substantial degree. I believe, and I repeat it, that it is necessary

that those countries be represented on the commodity councils and that

the right of voting be granted them on an equitable basis. I believe

as has been remarked in the course of these latest discussions, that

if we mean to establish, in writing, certain principles concerning the

right to vote, there are none others to be seen except the ones which

would say that producer and consumer countries will have equal voting

powers. I, or one, am not quite convinced that this necessarily

means that these two groups must between them represent the total of

votes within the Committe.

MR QERSHI (India): Mr Chairman, in regard to paragraph 2 of Article 47,

dealing with voting, we would like to point out that if a country is

both an exporter and an importer of a commodity it should get adequate

representation and votes for both those interests.

MrMELANDER (Norway): Mr Chairman, I think we would, in any respects,

agree with the statements of the United Kingdom and the French delegates

in this respect, and I think also that in many respects we would agree

with Cuba. To take them in order: First, as regards the relationship

between the Organization itself and the Commodity Council, we think it

is essential that the Oranization shall supervise and control and see

that the Commodity Council exercises its administration and its functions

in accordance with the rules which have been laid down in the Charter;

and. for that purpose it is obvious that .the Commodity Council will have

to report to the Organization, giving the Organization all the facts

and all the information that it requires. That being said, I would also
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agree with the point made by the Cubandelegateand certainother

delegates, that the daily administrationoftheCommoditycouncile will

have to be autonomous within those Iimits which I have just set: that

I think follows from the fact the, if we agree at all to establish a

Commodity Council the Commodity Council will have rearly torun the
agrements and to adiminister them. Asregards the proposals of the

suggested Charter, Article 47,paragraphs 2, 3, 4,5 and 6 , wewould

generally agree with the United States proposels. I think that it

would be at vantageous to the Commodity Council as well as the Organ-

ization that the Organization should provide the staff for the Com-

modity Councils, with a non-votin: Chairman and so on.That would

also I think make it easier for the Organization to provide each

commodity council with information as to how other commodity councils

are operatingand it will be useful to all the commdity councils

to have on their staff people who know really what is going on in the

other different commodity councils; as thoy are being: infomed through

the Organization,, each staff will of course, be in close contact

with the Secretariat on the administration of the International Trade

Organization, and that makes possible the maintenance of close liaison

which I think is very essential for the practical operation and the

close intention of the whole scheme. As regards the voting on the:

commodity councils, I think that it is essential that we should stick.

to the ,50-50 rule and that we Should agreewithout exceptions, to the

principle that the votes of exporters should equal the votes of im-

porters. That is a basic principle, whiich I think should be laid down

in the Charter and which should apply to all the commodity councils and

agreements. Otherwise we shall risk creating difficulties whichwe

would not like to see created. It is obvious that when we do decide

to set up these commodityagreements, the commodity councils we shall

have in mind certain problems stated in Article 41 of the suggested.

Charter; and I wouldalso particularly draw attention to article 24 of

the Charter, It is to my mind obvious that if we are going to fit the
35.
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rules of the commodity agreements into tlhewhole Charter it is essential

that we should try to establish a balance between exporters and impor-

ters. I agree with the point made by the French delegate, that it

would be useful to introduce representatives of producers anl con-

sumers who are not exprorters and importers, but I am not quite sure

how that could be covered, though I think that is a point which we

ought to consider further, It is quite obvious to my mind that if one

big country is a producer and a consumer but not an exporter and not

an importer, in any case the decisions and the rules laid down by

the commodity agreements ard exercised on the world market will be

of interest to the particular country which is neither an exporter

nor an importer, but is a producer and consumer.
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particular countryIthinkitis definitelyagood

suggestion that we should see how those interests could

be fitted into the commodity;agreement scheme: butI

think that in pricePle it should certainly be fixed

that the votes of the exporters and the. importers should

be equal. Whether those votes should be the total voting

power of the Commodity Council, I agree, is another matter,

and I think the French delegate perhaps had in mind that we

could, for example, find that the total votes of the

exporters and the importers would make, for example, 8O

per cent, and that 20 per cent would be given to countries

which are big producers and consumers or not exporters

importers. I think that that is perhaps a point that we

ought to consider further.

THECvHAIRMAN:ThIeetimeisnowgtting on. I dot ot know

whether, the Committee feel that this matter has been

sufficiently discussed to leave itto the Draftign
Committee or whdther youwoul:d sooner og on.

RM GUERRA (Cuba): I think thta in egnearl it has bee

scuicfientbulyt nsdisused, utb I olynwa tnto clear two

ctpisnI hv aehad in mind throughout the discussion.

Iacnthefirstee, Iagre,with thedeletegaof the United

--Kingdo that

RMAN:IATECHZ If hink i- g ngwoirARaon gwithg speeches we must

pt this ouff until the exg eeznntrhhwgiandandtw fromithe

Drafting Commttee. i I have promised certain delegations I

would finish this meeting by a particular time. At any rate,

the Drafting Committee, if they mee beforet w me, aMein

mht- k aig relmiminaryp study of this, remembeing th. orne

or tw points areo not yet clear.

ow, what dC the lmmitotee fecel abut thZnexto meetieng?
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I.myself would hope that the remainder of our agenda
I think

could be get through very quickly and/that we would be

right to try to do so, so as to 1eave the future clear

for the DraftingCommittee which, as we have said, have a

rather difficult job to do.

MR McCARTHY (Australia): I think at an earlier discussion

of Committee II a reference was made to shifting into this

Committee the matter of subsidies related to primary products.

THE CHAIRMAN: We have not heard officially from Committee II

about that. When it arisesWe canbe realy for it.

MR McCARTHY(Australia): As long as we do not slip between the

two of them.

THE CHAIRMAN: I might perhaps have a word with my brother

Chairman.

The future programme put down in the Journal contem-

plated that our Drafting Committee might meet tomorrow

morning at 10.30. There is a Heads of Delegations

meeting at 11, but if this Committee would agree to let me

go to that and that the Vice-Chairman should take the

Chair, I would hope that this Committee as a whole could

finish its first round at a fairly early time tomorrow

morning, if we met at 10.30, and then the fieId would at

any rate be clear for the DraftingCommittee to get to work

on what we have done and bring us back a document which we

can then proceed to discuss again in full Committee. would

that be generally agreeable?

MR MELANDER (Norway): Would that mean a full Committee meeting

of Committee IV tomorrow morning at 10.30?

THE CHAIRMAN: That would be the idea. Then we stand adjourned

until 10.30 tomorrow morning. If members of the Drafting

Committee would stay for two minutes I have something to

say to them.
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